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Introduction 
 
The dream—or fantasy—of every graduate student doing literary 

studies is to discover a lost or forgotten text that is, or will become, deeply 
meaningful and influential. I experienced that pleasure of discovery when I 
first read Stephania Byrd’s 25 Years of Malcontent and later when I tracked 
down Byrd’s second collection A Distant Footstep on the Plain.1 25 Years of 
Malcontent and A Distant Footstep on the Plain are wonderfully engaging 
collections of poetry that situate Byrd as a vibrant American poet worthy of 
more attention, and they are important documents of lesbian print culture in 
the 1970s and 1980s. 

I found 25 Years of Malcontent while compiling a bibliography of the 
small gay liberation press, Good Gay Poets Press, based in Boston, 
Massachusetts. The very first poem of 25 Years of Malcontent grabbed me by 
the hair. Here it is in its entirety: 

 
The kitchen is inviting 
The summer is epocal 
It’s a shame Burley 
died such a way 
Hanging there 
the flesh being plucked  
from his bones 

These seven lines still delight and disturb me. In the first two lines, Byrd sets 
a bucolic scene, which dramatically turns in the third and fourth lines 
Burley’s death. The final three lines bring shock and horror. Was Burley 
hanged? Who is plucking his flesh from his bones? As a reader, the poem 
made me want to look away, but I was drawn back repeatedly.  

Byrd balances lyrical evocation and narrative within the poem 
through close attention to the craft of poetry. Within the spare seven lines, 
Byrd shapes the poem carefully. Each line is a new revelation of the compact 
narrative within a lyrical framework driven by sound and allusion. From the 
slant internal rhyme in the first line (kitchen/inviting) to the powerful 
fricatives and plosives (flesh/plucked/bones) in the final two lines, this is a 
poem that pleases both the mouth and the ears. Classical mythical allusions 
characterize Byrd’s poetry, she studied classics at the university, and are 
most delightful when they cross-pollinate with allusive imagery from the 
African Diaspora as we see in this poem. From her twenty-five years of 
malcontent, she constructed seven artful lines—and this is only the 
beginning of Byrd’s work. 

The twenty-two poems of 25 Years of Malcontent are filled with art, 
craft, and deep passion. Be sure to savor “Love Poem,” “Cruising the 

                                                        
1 Byrd’s first name is Stephania, though on both of her published books her name is 

spelled Stephanie. 
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Causeway,” “Retreat,” and “[I awaken with your stirring].” Perhaps the 
masterpiece of this collection is the poem, “Quarter of a Century.” Byrd 
describes it as her “drum-beating” poem. At the Modern Languages 
Association convention in 1977, Adrienne Rich read “Quarter of a Century” 
as the conclusion to her remarks for the “Lesbians and Language” panel.2 In 
her remarks, Rich explored silence as “a crucial element of civilization” to 
maintain racism and homophobia. Byrd’s poem “Quarter of a Century” 
embodies Rich’s comments to the over 700 people who gathered to hear the 
MLA panel.  

In “Quarter of a Century,” Byrd writes about naming. The poem 
opens, “I’ll never know my real naming/Never know its origin.” She asserts 
that she was “born into uncertainty and schizophrenia” and “a place where I 
have no say.” She lives “with the ghosts of slaves” and her “body aches from 
unseen beatings.” She cries “tears of blood” and works  

 
Tilling a field of my brother’s  
And sister’s 
Bleeding bodies 
And all in the while searching for a naming 

Byrd then explores the naming through her grandmother who tells her that 
“her grandmother’s mother was called Smothers.” After lyrically mining the 
absence of names, Byrd affirms that she has sought names “in strange 
women’s breasts/and between their legs.” Byrd names herself through the 
act of lesbian sex. The bodies of “strange women” become the corporeal 
realization for naming oneself as a woman and as a lesbian. 

The volta in “Quarter of a Century” occurs when Byrd seeks “naming 
in bones.” Bones become the central image for the remainder of the poem. 
Byrd gathers “bones of past and present/carving them with knives/reading 
them with bibles/pounding them in rhythms” until she stands up “hoping 
to be Ezekiel.” In the final stanza, Byrd writes, 

 
Bones say seek my naming in the East 
swollen cracked lips tell me to turn home 
grandmothers warn me to turn away the alien ways of 
what is white 
For when these things are connected 
Winding serpentine in hieroglyphs and 
language 
a name long evasive wanderer and prophet 
will be written on the stone 

                                                        
2 Rich’s comments, as well as the comments from other panelists, Judith McDaniel, 

Mary Daly, and Audre Lorde, are in Sinister Wisdom 6 (1978), 4-25. This address 
became one of the foundations for Rich’s essay, “Disloyal to Civilization: Feminism, 
Racism, Gynephobia” in On Lies, Secrets, and Silence: Selected Prose (New York: W. W. 
Norton, 1979). 
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Throughout “Quarter of a Century,” Byrd theorizes how to be named from 
the experience of being unnamed as a legacy of racism and slavery and from 
the experience of being a lesbian. She concludes that she is a wanderer and a 
prophet and that her name will ultimately be “written on the stone.” The 
sonic resonance of stone and bone, the image that dominates the final stanza 
of the poem, demonstrates the permanence, bodily and metaphorically, that 
Byrd seeks. Byrd’s poetic voice, grounded in personal experience and 
amplified through the craft of poetry and the intention of poetry to 
transform the personal into the communal, theorizes using metaphor, 
imagery, and allusion. 

25 Years of Malcontent was published in 1976 when Byrd was twenty-
six years old. In 1981, Byrd self-published her second collection, A Distant 
Footstep on the Plain. Typesetting, designing, and printing the book through a 
network of women, Byrd expands her poetic voice in A Distant Footstep on the 
Plain. The sixty-one poems of this collection further engage questions of race, 
sexuality, desire, poverty, power, and justice. 

The poems of A Distant Footstep address racism and the experience of 
living as a black lesbian in a variety of ways. In some of the poems, there is a 
tone of reportage. “On Black Women Dying” narrates a series of deaths of 
African-American women in different locations in Indiana and Boston. In 
other poems, Byrd is more confrontational. In “Distinction,” she writes,  

 
I can’t really tell 
what is up  
with this movement 
toward ethnicity 
waiting as I am to have  
my bonds 
struck in cultural manumission 
who is to say what is black or white 
culture 
 

Byrd always grapples with the complexities of race, class, and 
sexuality, theorizing, through her poems, their interconnections and 
disjunctions. In “The Earth’s Poor Relations,” Byrd opens the poem with 
these lines: 

 
All these maladjustment problems 
add up 
to one thing 
work will get you money 
but I seems 
to find 
that this 
this receipt 
of pay 
isn’t enough 
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The title sets the intention for the poem, to speak about “poor relations,” and 
the selection of “the earth’s” poor relations suggests the broad emotional and 
intellectual reach of the poem, even as it opens with the very particular 
plight of the speaker of not having enough money. After this opening, Byrd 
notes that there isn’t enough money and “we always feudin” about small 
amounts of money that are “totally unrelated” when the “need for not 10’s 
or 20’s/but thousands.” Through these lines, Byrd locates herself in a 
particular place to excavate the conflicts that emerge about money. Another 
voice reminds the speaker of the poem about “how cousin allie/made do on 
$40/a month” which she refutes as being “40 or more years ago.” Byrd 
grounds this poem in both a general and a specific location as well as in a 
particular historical moment. The poem continues referencing “Andrew 
Young or Cicely Tyson/ they making baskets of dough,/even millions.” 
While many of Byrd’s poems explore the tension between white people and 
African-Americans, here she excavates class conflicts within the African-
American community, demonstrating how these conflicts are both interracial 
and intraracial.  

“The Earth’s Poor Relations” concludes with this stanza: 
 
just to give niggers like me 
the chance to print up my own words 
but the folks don’t know that 
you gots to pay somebody 
just to learn to ask right or 
you gots to screw and I ain’t talking messing 
it’s about your whole body and mind 
and I don’t whore for art or money 
and I don’t like giving them any more 
than I have to to survive 
but some how the fights 
they break out and we cry 
the animals howl along in tune 
and my mind can only reach towards 
thousands because 
the millions would cost us too much 

Questions of scale are central to this poem, from the scale of Byrd’s 
particular location to the earth overall, from the question of $40 a month 
forty years ago or $400 a month today, from “reaching towards/thousands” 
or “the millions,” the question is what is the scale, or register, to understand 
these economic questions. 

These examples demonstrate how A Distant Footstep profiles a 
maturing poet exploring the power of lyricism and craft. Other poems not to 
be missed in A Distant Footstep are “Shiteaters,” “I’m Not,” “Trust,” 
“Distinction,” “Where You From,” “Untitled Sonnet,” and “To Dido.” 

Together, these two collections of poetry, now available again to 
readers, reintroduce us to Byrd’s work. 25 Years of Malcontent and A Distant 
Footstep on the Plain are important for a number of reasons. First,  
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individually and collectively, the poems in these two chapbooks are a delight 
for readers. Take time to read, enjoy, and savor these poems. Byrd is 
working on a new collection of poetry, which she hopes to publish soon. In 
addition, her poetry has been published in a variety of periodicals. A 
complete bibliography of Byrd’s work is at the end of this ebook. 

Second, Byrd’s poetry is part of a broad tradition of poetry by 
African-American lesbian-feminists. The poetry of Audre Lorde has been 
widely canonized, and deservedly so, but Lorde is one poet in a chorus of 
voices, a chorus that includes Byrd as well as Pat Parker, E. Sharon 
Gomillion, doris davenport, Sapphire, Terri Jewell, Jewelle Gomez, Ai, and 
many others. Access to a broader array of African-American, lesbian-
feminist poets is vital to our history, literature and cultural heritage.  

Third, Byrd’s work is an important expression of lesbian print culture 
in the 1970s and the 1980s. Byrd’s poems made—and continue to make—
frequent appearances in lesbian-feminist publications. Her first book, 25 
Years of Malcontent, published by Good Gay Poets, demonstrates the shared 
relationships between lesbians and gay men in the 1970s to further both 
political and cultural objectives. Byrd’s second book, A Distant Footstep on the 
Plain, independently published, exemplifies the common action of self-
publishing for lesbian-feminist writers. Self-published, lesbian-feminist 
writers accessed communities of readers easily through lesbian-feminist 
cultural and literary organizing, particularly in cities like Boston with strong 
lesbian-feminist communities.  

Finally, Byrd’s poetry is an excellent example of how lesbian-feminist 
writers developed lesbian-feminist theory through poetry. In both of these 
collections, there is a rich interrogation and reworking of a variety of 
political ideologies—lesbian separatism, interracial negotiations and 
reconciliations, identity elaborations and assertions, intraracial conflicts and 
detentes, and reflections on justice and injustice. Byrd engages politics and 
theory keenly in her poems while always attending to the art and craft of 
poetry. This may be one of the reasons why these two collections bring so 
much pleasure to readers.  

The Lesbian Poetry Archive is pleased to publish a new electronic 
edition, which combines both Byrd’s chapbooks into a single ebook. In this 
edition, you will find first a facsimile edition of 25 Years of Malcontent and 
then a facsimile edition of A Distant Footstep on the Plain. The two poetry 
collections are followed by an Afterward by Stephania Byrd reflecting on the 
two books; the ebook concludes with a bibliography of Byrd’s work. 

I hope you join me in finding delightful provocation, extraordinary 
beauty and craft, and sublime reflections on race and sexuality in the poems 
of Stephania Byrd. It has been an extraordinary pleasure to encounter and re-
encounter Byrd’s poems and to compile them into a new electronic edition. I 
hope other readers will find as much pleasure as I in this book. 

 
Julie R. Enszer 

March 2012  
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Afterward 
 
My task is to explain the publishing history of Twenty-five Years of 

Malcontent (1976) and A Distant Footstep on the Plain (1981). Well it is short 
and brief. There was money in the mid-seventies and Good Gay Poets were 
establishing a political beachhead in Boston, Massachusetts. I was young and 
writing everyday and these poems mark my transition as a lesbian who 
marked her “coming out” in 1971 in the political environment of Lexington, 
Kentucky, to a black lesbian feminist in Boston, Massachusetts in 1976. 
Publishing for me was a political act and it continues to be political act. 

Before publishing my first work, I did poetry readings with Normal 
X. We were the X Poetry Collective. We did not last too long because of a 
racial incident at our last reading that ended with a fight with some racial 
purists, a splinter group who came to the Charles Street Meeting House 
where I worked as a-gay-and-lesbian-youth advocate. I believe Good Gay 
Poets rather liked what I identify as my “black red neck” ways.  

After publishing my first book I became involved with the 
Combahee River Collective. We met at the Women’s Center in Central 
Square, Cambridge. In retrospect, all we spoke about was ubuntu; or if you 
will, cosmopolitanism. I was more a black lesbian separatist during the 
period that preceeded my self-publishing my second book. I was rather 
rough-spoken in those days. However I will say this about publishing and a 
black lesbian identity. It was not an easy life; especially after the death of 
Terri Lynn Jewell, who had just begun to break the publishing barrier with 
Crossing Press. I was working on a manuscript at that time that I hoped 
would express the value of living life as a black lesbian, indeed the ethics of 
living life on one’s own terms. I am not the first to take note of these things 
and write so that sawubona—I see you (in Zulu.)   

Pat Parker and Audre Lorde were two black lesbian feminists whose 
work I read and admired for its bravery; I count them as my sister soldiers.  
Cheryl Clarke’s work, which was published later than Parker and Lorde, 
introduced a black lesbian aesthetic that is as sensual as it is physical.  She’s a 
sentinel as well. 

Black lesbian identity is political and will remain political as long as 
corrective rape is practiced on black lesbian women who live on the African 
continent. Therefore it is incumbent upon me to publish my poetry because a 
poem will find its way to my sister soldiers as they lie quietly waiting for 
danger to pass. It has the capacity to buoy one when she thinks she may 
perish; it gives her strength to move on. 

 
Stephania Byrd 

March 2012 
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